Aggregate Contribution Verification
City law limits the amount that a single person may give to a single candidate for City and Los Angeles
Unified School District Board of Education office. See Los Angeles City Charter §§ 470(c)(3)–(4),
803(b)(3), 803(c); Los Angeles Municipal Code § 49.7.3. To safeguard these limits, contributions made
by two persons must be aggregated and treated as a contribution from a single person when one of the
persons exerts a certain level of control over the other. Los Angeles Municipal Code § 49.7.4.
Candidate Name:
Committee Name & ID:
This verification addresses the following contributions:
Date of
Contribution

Contributor Name

Amount of
Contribution

A
B
1. Please explain the nature of the relationship between Contributor A and Contributor B:

2. Please identify all other persons who controlled or participated in either contributor’s
decision to make the contributions:

3. Please select one of the following boxes:
 Contributor A and Contributor B were related as follows at the time the
contributions were made (check all that apply):
One of the contributors controlled the other’s contribution activity.
One of the contributors is a sole proprietorship owned by the other contributor.
One of the contributors is a business entity (partnership, corporation, LLC, etc.) in
which the other contributor owned an investment interest of 50% or more or held
a majority of the voting rights.
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The contributors are a sponsored committee and its sponsoring organization.
The contributors are business entities, and the same individuals make up a
majority of both entities’ boards of directors or officers.
The contributors are business entities, and the same individuals hold a majority of
the ownership or voting rights in both entities.
The contributors are business entities in a parent-subsidiary relationship, and at
least one of them is not publicly traded.
One of the contributors is a business entity, and the other contributor is an
individual who is personally prohibited from making a contribution, participated in
the entity’s decision to make the contribution, and owns an investment interests of
at least 20% in the entity.
One of the contributors is a committee, and the other contributor is an individual
who is personally prohibited from making a contribution, participated in the
committee’s decision to make the contribution, and provided at least 20% of the
committee’s funding (either alone or in conjunction with other prohibited
individuals).
 Contributor A and Contributor B were not related as defined in Los Angeles
Municipal Code § 49.7.4 at the time the contributions were made.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the City of Los Angeles and the state
of California that the statements in this document are true and complete.
Date:

Signature:
Name (printed):
Title / Position:
I am:
 Contributor A or Contributor A’s representative
 Contributor B or Contributor B’s representative
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